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Full height, slim line fridges with huge
pull-out drawer freezers are standard
throughout – stay out on the road longer!

T-LINE / PEGASO

Brand new 6.99m rear lounge model – the T-Line 700
Completely renewed & improved T Line and Pegaso ranges
Enhanced interior features on Zefiro and Auto Roller models
Redesigned & aerodynamic low profile exteriors
Zefiro Sport now with the entrance door on the near side
LATEST FEATURES

2022 COLLECTION
The all new

Beautifully sculpted, three tone soft
furnishings are featured in both T-line
and Pegaso models as well as low level,
LED lighting.

T-LINE / PEGASO
This brand new model for 2022 includes an
innovative bathroom design which features
a pivoting wall that transforms the space
from a sink and toilet area to a shower.

NEW BATHROOM
CONCEPT IN T-LINE 700
Everything is NEW this season, completely
new interiors, wood and upholstery with
ceiling covered in fabric for a comfortable,
soft touch feel.

T-LINE / PEGASO
INTERIOR UPDATES

AUTO-ROLLER RANGE
Perfect for families of up to six, the Auto-Roller is
a popular range that styles relaxing and luxurious
finishes. New for 2022 Auto-Roller delivers even
more newly designed internal and external features.

Lights with USB plugs in the bedroom
Skyroof on all Auto-Roller models
New Trauma app for on-board systems
Newly designed low profile exterior
220V socket inside the garage
TOLENO L

PEGASO 740

ZEFIRO Sport

TOLENO RANGE

ZEFIRO RANGE

Built on the Fiat Ducato chassis with a 120bhp Euro
6D Multijet 3 engine size as standard, the popular
Toleno range showcases huge amounts of additional
specification this season to ensure you have the
most luxury on your travels.

PEGASO RANGE
Always be ready to head out and discover new sights
in a practical and sophisticated home from home.
The 2022 Pegaso A-Class’ interior has been
completely redesigned for the season and it’s not
only modern and luxurious – it’s built to last.

Zefiro keeps its five popular models for this season,
but its continued development is good news for
customers with new features and all the contents
of the driver’s pack now as standard.

Fiat Ducato Euro 6D Multijet 3 engine
Driver’s airbag

Whether you prefer a weekend getaway or a long
touring expedition, the T-Line range is set to hit the
road for days or even months at a time. New for 2022,
a brand new 6.99m T-Line model.

Newly designed low profile exterior

T-LINE RANGE

Zefiro ‘Sport’ has been redesigned with the
entrance door on the nearside
New contemporary upholstery

100w solar panel

Modern grey sidewalls

Rear camera with monitor integrated in the rear mirror

Skyroof on all Zefiro models

Sliding door flyscreen
Whale Heat Air space and Expanse water
heating, chassis mounted, creating valuable
storage and extra living space

A new dark woodgrain interior with
redesigned upholstery
Soft touch fabric ceiling
Upgraded XL entrance door on near side

100W solar panel
220V socket inside the garage

New space saving bathroom concept

New Trauma app for on-board systems
£

Onboard Wi-Fi as standard
New elegant hob design with 3 burners

Lights with USB plugs in the bedroom

A brand new 6.99m, U-shaped rear lounge model:
the T-Line 700

220V socket inside the garage
External light over entrance door

Pull out bed mechanism, creating storage space
under the bed when made up
Thule two bike cycle carrier
£
£
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External gas BBQ point + external shower

A new dark woodgrain interior with redesigned
upholstery including a soft touch fabric ceiling

Pleated blinds to cab and windscreen

New Trauma app for on-board systems
Lights with USB plugs in the bedroom

Upgraded XL entrance door on near side

Pleated blinds to cab and windscreen

Onboard Wi-Fi as standard

Elevating, pop top roof on Toleno ‘S’

New elegant hob design with 3 burners

2022 FLOORPLANS

The T-LINE RANGE Fiat coachbuilt models

4 seatbelts

Length 5.99m (19’7”)
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Up to 4

3500

zz

2 seatbelts

Perfect for intrepid couples looking
for an easy to drive vehicle that
will comfortably seat two, plus two
guests in the large rear seating area.

590

Fiat coachbuilt models

Compact leisure vehicles

Length 5.99m (19’7”)

Up to 2
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The TOLENO RANGE

As the smallest in the T-Line
range, the 590 is great for small
families or couples alike. There is
no compromise on luxury, with an
expansive standard specification.

3500
KG

3650

4 (5 @3650kg) seatbelts

zz

Length 6.99m (22’9”)

KG

Up to 4 (5 optional)

3500

z

Designed for small, adventurous
families, or couples. Featuring
plenty of storage options and the
capability to sleep four with rear
double bunk beds.

700

4 seatbelts

Length 5.99m (19’7”)

Up to 4
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This brand new model for 2022
includes an innovative bathroom
design which features a pivoting wall
that adapts the available space for
each purpose.

3500
KG

3650

4 (5 @3650kg) seatbelts

zz

Length 7.43m (24’4”)

KG

Up to 4 (5 optional)

3500

z

The Toleno S is ideal for those that
need the convenience of travelling
with passengers, it also features a
comfortable, spacious rear lounge.

740

4 seatbelts

Length 6.36m (20’10”)

Up to 2 (4 optional)
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From the delicate upholstery,
to practical layout and first class
sleeping arrangements, the T-Line
740 brings touches of modern urban
living to the open road.

3500
KG

3650
KG

4 seatbelts

Up to 4

A-Class models

Length 5.99m (19’7”)

KG
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3500
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4 (5) seatbelts

Step inside the brand new Zefiro 665
low profile coachbuilt motorhome.
The 665 features a large rear storage
compartment perfect for storing
sports equipment, and with four
travelling seats, ideal for large families.

590

The PEGASO RANGE

Ford coachbuilt models

Length 6.41m (21’0”)

Up to 4 (5 optional)
zz

z

665

The ZEFIRO RANGE

This compact A-Class features a
spacious rear washroom, L-shaped
kitchen area and drop down double
bed, all in 5.99m.

3500
KG

3650

4 (5 @3650kg) seatbelts

Length 7.41m (24’3”)
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Up to 4 (5 optional)

3500

zz

Take all your loved ones away in
this six-berth motorhome. You’ll feel
at ease thanks to the comfortable
and stylish upholstery and dark
wood furniture.

740

6 (5 @3500kg) seatbelts

Length 6.99m (22’9”)

Up to 6
z
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675

KG

This magnificently designed
A-Class motorhome, the Pegaso
740 is ideal for up to four adults
or family alike.

3500
KG

3650

4 (5 @3650kg) seatbelts

Length 7.41m (24’3”)
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Up to 4 (5 optional)

3500
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The 685 features high fixed rear
twin beds, providing an abundance
of space underneath, making
this motorhome an ideal choice
for families that don’t want to
compromise on what they bring.

745

4 (5) seatbelts

Length 7.45m (24’4”)

4 (5 optional)
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685

KG

For spacious daytime relaxing
and practical night time sleeping
arrangements, choose the Pegaso
745 with the largest bed coming in
at an incredible 7ft by 6.1ft.

3500
KG

3650

4 (5 @4100 kg) seatbelts

4 (5) seatbelts

Length 7.45m (24’4”)
Length 7.43m (24’3”)

4 (5 optional)
Up to 4 (5 optional)
zz

z

SPORT
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696

KG

The 7.43m Zefiro Sport is perfect
for those that love to take all their
sporting equipment on their travels,
thanks to the huge garage with
1.37m tall ‘maxi’ side door.

2022 Soft Furnishings
3500
KG

All fabrics are selected to enhance your home-from-home experience.
Each range features high-quality upholstery for comfort and easy care.
All Roller Team soft furnishings meet the relevant standards for UV stability
and colour.

3500
KG

LARA Std on Auto-Roller

Aurora Std on Zefiro

TESSA Std on Toleno

Aida Opt on Zefiro

MARTA Opt on Auto-Roller

Alessia Opt on T-Line & Pegaso

5 (6 @ 3650kg) seatbelts

Fiat coachbuilt models

Length 7.33m (24’0”)

Up to 6
zz

z

707

The AUTO-ROLLER RANGE

The full 7.45m length of the
Zefiro 696 has been elegantly
designed to use every inch of space
to provide up to five sumptuous
sleeping places.

The first choice for large families;
the Auto-Roller 707 is well designed,
using every inch of space to provide
a guaranteed peaceful night’s sleep
for up to six.

3500
KG

3650

5 (6 @ 3650 kg) seatbelts

Length 7.35m (24’1”)

Up to 6
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746

KG

If you travel in large groups, or
always end up inviting new friends
to your motorhome for the evening,
the Auto-Roller 746 is the logical
choice for you.

3500
KG

WARRANTY

Available on all 2022 Roller Team models
3650
KG

5 (6 @3650kg) seatbelts

Length 7.35m (24’1”)

Up to 6
zz

z

747

Manufacturer backed 5 year warranty: all 2022 Roller Team motorhomes
will benefit from a five year manufacturer backed warranty.
There is no better motorhome
to bring families together than
the Auto-Roller 747 with masses
of relaxation space, ideal for
entertaining.

3500
KG

Base vehicle Ford warranty: Standard Ford 3 years with 1 year
‘Ford Assist/Roadside’ (AA).
Base vehicle Fiat warranty: Standard Fiat 2 years with 3 years
‘Camper Assist/Roadside’ (RAC).

3650

Terms & Conditions
apply

5 Year Body Construction Integrity Warranty as standard.

KG

Roller Team Motorhomes,

Trigano House, Genesis Way,
Europarc, Grimsby, North East Lincolnshire DN37 9TU
E: sales@rollerteammotorhomes.co.uk
www.rollerteammotorhomes.co.uk

Included as standard

No cost option

£

Cost option

Our Design and Engineering teams strive to constantly exceed the expectations of our customers, particularly regarding specification and safety. Every Roller Team motorhome
is designed and manufactured to meet all current and relevant European Standards in our ISO 9001:2015 accredited production facility and they are also fully NCC (National
Caravan Council) approved. The contents and information in this publication are as accurate as possible, at the time of going to press (January 2022). Roller Team reserve the
right to alter specifications, prices and model ranges as materials and conditions demand, which could affect the unladen weight and therefore we can accept no responsibility
for discrepancies between this information and subsequent publications. Please consult your Roller Team dealer or our website for full details and latest specifications.

